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alfredo guzmÁn and isaac perelman 
run their wynwood gallery with a 
collaborative spirit, building artists’ 
relationships with each other, the 
city of miami and the world at large.
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w 
ynwood is concrete proof that 
miami has its own force. it’s 
young, it makes mistakes, it 
experiments, and it materializes; 
it’s an urban phenomenon that 

gives back to its society.” such is the philosophy 
of alfredo guzmán, a former architect who has 
become a preeminent miami gallerist along with 
isaac perelman, a one-time tv producer, and 
previously the president of the miami art dealers 
association. together, their synergy, collaborative 
freedom and supportive nature have created an 
all-out buzz in the wynwood arts district. 

named after the symbol that indicates a piece of 
art has been sold (dot) and the street address of the 
duo’s first gallery (51), their latest endeavor, dot 
fiftyone gallery, “aims to be the intermediate step 
between cultural institutions and artists,” says 
guzmán. equal parts incubator, exhibit space and 
production laboratory, the gallery provides the 
opportunity for unknown and post-emerging artists 
to interact locally, nationally and globally while being 
educated through a unique and nurturing process.

representing latin american artists like gonzalo 
fuenmayor, marcos castro and raquel schwartz, 
along with other international and domestic names, 
the pair reach an audience of collectors both 
established and new to the art scene. “we like to 
work with novice collectors who are willing to grow 
as the art and artist matures,” perelman says. “but we 
also like to mention the bigger local collectors, such 
as developer Jorge pérez. he’s made great public 
contributions by making art acquisitions for his real 
estate projects a priority.” guzmán and perelman 
think this type of symbiotic support is crucial to the 
survival of miami’s arts and cultural scene, which is 
why they frequent local institutions themselves, like 
the nonprofit o cinema, the embassy for live music, 
and the new world symphony. 

while the success of each artist is gratifying, 
what guzmán and perelman especially relish is the 
moment when a piece of art moves on. “placing 
the works of an artist into the hands of an admirer 
is most exciting,” says perelman. “positively 
influencing the growth of our artists and the gallery 
at the same time is truly inspiring.” 

opposite and below: the 
artful exterior of dot fiftyone 
gallery fits in with the urban 

streetscape of wynwood. 
right: alfredo guzmán and 

isaac perelman work with 
artists like eduardo capilla, 

whose painting is displayed 
in portrait, and paz Juristo—

a detail of her map shown 
far right. Previous page: a 
peek inside mauro giaconi’s 

recent Revolt exhibition at 
dot fiftyone gallery.

“WYNWOOD IS CONCRETE PROOF THAT MIAMI HAS ITS OWN FORCE. 
IT’S AN URBAN PHENOMENON THAT GIVES BACK TO ITS SOCIETY.”
-Alfredo GuzmÁn


